Ideal 1891 Hand Book of Instructions First Edition Catalog

- Pages: 59
- Notes to shooters by J.H. Barlow
- How to Prepare your own Ammunition by J Barlow
- Ideal table of Grooved and Round Bullets
- Marlin
- Colt
- Smith & Wesson
- Winchester
- Ballard
- Bullard
- Remington
- Maynard
- Stevens
- Sharps
- "Hot Doughnuts" and Things worth Remembering
- Drachms to Grains
- Twist of Rifling in Various Arms
- How to Find the Twist of Rifling
- Ideal Tool # 1 and #2
- Ideal Tool #4 and #4 Special
- Ideal Tool #5 and #6
- Ideal tool #7 for XL cartridges
- Ideal Tool #8 for Union Metallic
- Ideal Bullet Mould and Dippers
- Melting Pot and Pot Holders
- Ideal resizing Tool
- The NEW Ideal Shell Loading Tool
- New Powder and Shot Measure
- Price List of tools
- Ideal Loading Flask
- Mould for Patched Bullets
- Ideal Bullet Sizer
- Ideal Bullets
- Lymans Sights Ads: Stevens, Lyman, Laflin and Rand, Sportsman Directory, Marlin Rifles

Ideal 1891 Hand Book Second Edition (No. 2)

- Pages: 63
- IDEAL 1891 Hand Book Second Edition
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Terms of Sale
• Preface
• How to prepare your own ammunition
• New Moulds
• Ladles, Pots
• Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
• Hot Dough-nuts
• Things worth Remembering
• Find out the twist of rifling
• Ideal Tools Reloading Capping
• Decappers
• Flasks
• Moulds and Dippers
• Resizing tools
• Sizing tools
• Lyman Sights
• Illustrations
• Ads by Hazard, Read, Marlin, Colt

Ideal 1893 Hand Book for Shooters No.3 Catalog

• Pages: 61

• How to Prepare Your Own Ammunition by J. H. Barlow
• Uniformity of Shot
• Bullets and Moulds
• Smoking the Mould
• How to Lubricate bullets
• How to Patch Bullets
• Expanded Shells
• Everlasting Shells
• Gallery Practice
• Ideal Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
• Winchester
• Colt
• Marlin
• Stevens,
• Ballard
• Bullard
• Smith and Wesson
• Evans
• Wesson
• Merwin Hulbert old Model
• Hot "Doughnuts"
• Twist of Rifling In Barrels of Various Arms Co.
• Drachms to Grains
• Ideal Tool No. 1, 2, 4, and 5
- The Armory Tool
- Ideal Tool No. 6 & 7 used Merwin Hulbert, Marlin and Colt Lightening
- Ideal No. 8 tool for Union Metallic
- Bullet Moulds, Wad Cutters
- Dippers, Melting Pots and Resizing Tool
- Ideal Bullet Seater
- The NEW Ideal Paper and Shot Shell Loader
- Powder and Shot Measure
- The Ideal Cylindrical Adjustable Mould
- Ideal Loading Flask
- Ideal Bullet Sizer
- Special Bullets
- Lyman Rifle Sights

Ideal 1893 Handbook No. 4 Catalog

- Pages: 68
- Ideal Hand Book for Shooters #4 1893 Catalog
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Ad Marlin Repeaters
- Preface
- Knowledge Gleaned from Experience
- The Ideal Weigh a-head
- How to Prepare your ammunition
- How to patch bullets
- Armory and Gallery Practice
- Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
- Twist of Rifling in Barrels by various Arms Companies
- Poetical Sayings on the Ideal
- Harping on the Ideal
- Ideal #1 tool, #4, #6
- Wooden Handles Moulds
- Wad cutters
- Dippers, Pots
- Ideal Shell Resizing Tools
- The New Ideal Shell Loader
- NEW powder and Shot Measure
- Ideal tool #2, #3, #4, #5, #7, #8
- The Armory Tools
- The Perfection Mould
- The Ideal Adjustable Mould
- Ideal Bullet sizer
- Ideal Recapper and Seater
- Round Ball Moulds
- Ad Colts Patent Fire Arms
• Ad Rifles Rebored by Reuben Harwood Somerville Mass.
• Ad Lymans Sights
• Ideal Cartridge Loading Press NEW
• Ideal Armory Mould
• Postscript
• Ad Hazard Powder

Ideal c1894 Mfg. Co. Handbook of Useful Information No. 5

• Pages: 84

• IDEAL Handbook and Useful Information on Ammunition
• New Haven, Connecticut 1894 Catalog #5
• Terms of Sale
• Superiority and Testimonials
• Preparing your own Ammunition
• Ideal Moulds
• Ideal Kake Cutter
• Lubrication
• How to Patch a bullet
• Make your own for your own usage
• Short Points
• Universal Powder Measures
• The Keene Bullet
• Ideal Shot Shell Loading Machine
• Funnels and their use
• Diameter of standards
• Everlasting Shells
• Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
• Calibre and Weight of Powder and bullets
• Bullard, Evans, Wesson, Russian, Spanish, Remington, Old Reliable, Colt, Winchester, Marlin, Express and US
• Table of Drachms to Grains
• Things worth Remembering
• Twist of rifle by Makes
• How to find the twist of rifling
• Reloading implements
• Shell resizers

Ideal 1895 Handbook for Shooters No.6

• Pages: 90

• Ideal Handbook for Shooters No. 6 1895
• Useful Information for Shooters
• New Haven, Connecticut
How to order
Preface
"Chawin don't prove de Puddin" buy Ideal
Knowledge gleaned from Experience
Pointers how to prepare your own ammunition
How to patch Bullets
Calibers and points
The Ideal Universal Powder Measure
The Ideal High Grade Closer
The Ideal Shot Shell Loading Machine
Moulds
Shot Gun and Round Ball
Ideal Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
Twist of Rifling in Barrels
Poetical Sayings on the Ideal
Ideal No. 1 Mould
No. 4 and No. 6
Wad Cutters
Resizing tools
Powder and shot Measure
Spangler Ideal Closer
Ideal No. 2
Ideal No. 3 Special
Ideal No. 5
The Armory Tool
Ideal Loading Machine
Ideal #7
Powder Measure
Ideal #8 Ideal Tools
The Perfection Mould
Special List Cylindrical Mould
Ideal High Grade Closer
Loading Flask
Bullet Sizer
Ideal Bullet Seater
Loading Press
Ideal Armory Mould
Hazard powder
Rifle Sights
Taxidermist M. Frazar
Stevens Rifles Ad
Marlin Rifle Ad

Ideal 1896 Handbook of Useful Information for Shooters No.7

Pages: 96
The Ideal Handbook of Useful Information for Shooters No.7, 1896
Middlefield, Connecticut
Bullets for Rifles and Pistols
Bullet Casting, Molding,
Powders and Measurements
Notes to shooters
Nitro and Powders
Weights and Measures
Tables
Ideal Reloading Implements
How to do it all yourself
Ads for Hazard Powder
US Smokeless San Francisco
Marlin Safety
Lyman Sights
The Sportsman's Magazine
Duplex Telescopes
Parker Guns
Sheldon Electrotypers and Printers
Smokeless Sporting Powder
Blake Rifles
Smokeless Gold Dust
Oriental Powder
King Powders
American E C Powder, Bergen Co NJ
Dupont Powders

Ideal 1896 Handbook of Useful Information for Shooters No.8

Pages: 99

The Ideal Handbook of Useful Information for Shooters No.8, 1896
Middlefield, Connecticut
Bullets for Rifles and Pistols
Bullet Casting, Molding,
Powders and Measurements
Notes to shooters
Nitro and Powders
Weights and Measures
Tables
Ideal Reloading Implements
How to do it all yourself
Ads for Hazard Powder
US Smokeless San Francisco
Marlin Safety
Lyman Sights
Ideal 1897 Handbook No. 9 Catalog

- Pages: 111
- Ideal Hand Book No. 9, 1897
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Knowledge Gleaned from Experience
- Pointers on preparing your own Ammunition
- Bullets, Moulds, Smoking the Mould, Kake Kutter
- How to patch bullets
- Cartridges and Short Point
- Smokeless Powder
- High Velocity Bullets
- Universal Powder Measure
- Express Bullets
- New Shell made by Union Metallic Cartridge Company .32
- If you need reboring or Rifled use Stevens Arms Company
- The Ideal High Grade Closer
- Shot Shell Loading Machine
- Funnels and their use, two sizes
- Amory and Gallery Practice
- Ideal Table of Grooved and Round Bullets
- Drachms to Grains
- Twist of Rifling
- Velocity, Penetration chart
- To the Trade
- Ideal # 1 Tool
- Ideal # 4 and #6 tool
- Dippers, Pots, Resizing tool
- Ideal Diamond Crimper
- Ideal # 2 and 3 and #5 Tools
- Universal Powder Measure
- Ideal # 7 and #8 tools
- Perfection Mould
• Special List Cylindrical Adjustable Mould
• The High Grade Closer for Nitro Powders
• Star Crimper #1, #2 and #3
• Ideal Loading Flask
• Ideal Bullet Sizer, Re and Decapper, Seater
• Ideal Kake Kutter
• System of Numbering Bullets
• With all bullets available with prices
• The Ideal Armory Mould
• To our Foreign Friends
• Ad the Hazard Powder Co.
• Ad Dupont Powder
• Ad Schultze Powders
• King Powder Ad

Ideal 1898 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters #10

• Pages: 123

• Ideal Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters #10 1898
• New Haven, Connecticut
• Armory Moulds
• Bullets
• Fitting, Casting, Lubrication
• Bullet mould
• Calibers
• Crimping
• Everlasting Shells
• Primers
• Reloading Machines
• Resizing.
• Short Range
• Shotgun Ammunition
• The Ideal Cartridge
• To Shooter
• Things worth Knowing
• Universal Powder and measures
• Bullet Moulds
• Pocket Loader
• Reloading Tools # 1, 4 and 6
• Wad cutter
• Reloading Tools No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8
• Advertising
• Hazard, Dupont, Schultze, Oriental Powders, Kings Powders
• UMC Shells, Colt Pistols, Marlin Repeaters
Ideal 1899 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No.11

- Pages: 125

- IDEAL Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No.11, 1899
- Middlefield, Connecticut
- Foreign Agencies for Ideal
- Osborn England
- Colt, London England
- Manton Calcutta
- Hollis Bombay
- Versepuy Paris
- Amory Molds
- Bullets
- Everlasting Shells
- Crimping
- Tables for Velocity
- Primers
- How to find the Twist
- System of Numbering Bullets
- To Shooter, Tips
- To The Trade
- To our Foreign Friends
- Why use Eleys? Use Ideal instead!
- Things Worth Knowing
- Ideal Implement
- Ads for Hazard Powder
- Duplex Telescope Sight
- Stevens Rifles and Pistols
- Savage, "Once a Savage always a Savage"
- Marlin Repeaters
- Lyman Sights
- Troisdorf Smokeless Powder at Groos NYC
- Oriental Powder
- Kings Smokeless Powder
- Peters Cartridges
- Rifleite by American Schultze Gunpowder
- Dupont Powders
- Hazard Powders

Ideal 1900 Hand Book for Shooters No.12

- Pages: 128

- Ideal Hand Book for Shooters No.12 1900
- New Haven, Connecticut
• Ads Savage Repeating Rifle Model 1899
• Hazard Powders
• Duplex Telescope Sight made by Lawson Cummins Montpelier
• Notes to shooters by John Barlow
• Colt, Hartley & Graham, Marlin and UMC will fill orders for Ideal Tools
• How to Prepare your Own Ammunition
• Expansion of Shells
• Resizing and Crimping
• Casting Bullets
• Lubrication of Bullets
• Short Range, Gallery and Armory Practice
• The .32 Ideal Cartridge
• Table of Grains and Measures
• Model 1899 Loading Machine
• No. 1 and No. 2
• Universal Powder measure # 1 and #2
• No. 3 and #4
• Round Ball for Shotguns
• Hot Doughnuts
• Twist of Rifling
• Velocity Table
• Ideal 1 and 4 and 6 Reloading Tools
• Bullet Mold and wad cutter
• Dippers, Pots and resizing Tools
• Diamond Crimper and Pocket Loader
• Successor to the Spangler Closer
• Ideal # 2 and #3 Target Pistol Cartridge Tool
• The Armory Tool
• Stevens Rifle - the No 44 Ideal
• No. 8 Tool for cartridges having bullets
• Marlin Solid Top Action Ejector
• The Perfection Mould
• Ideal #10 Special Tool for Headless Shells
• Ideal Bullet Sizer
• Ideal Recapper and Seater
• Ideal Kake Kutter
• Brass Shot Shell Loading Tool
• Crimper # 1, 2, 3
• Ideal System of Numbering Bullets
• Bullets, Special Bullets
• Lead Bullets
• Dupont Powders Ads
• Hazard Powder Ads
• Kings Powders
• Schultze And Rifleite Powders
• Laflin & Rand Powders
- Oriental Powders
- Davenport Guns and Rifles
- Lyman Rifle Sights

Ideal 1901 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters #13

- Pages: 134

- Ideal Hand Book # 13 1901
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Armory Mould
- Bullets
- Casting, Lubrication
- Bullet moulds
- Caliber and Bullets
- Hot Donuts
- Metallic Shells
- How to Find the twist in the Rifle Barrel
- Everlasting Shells
- Loading Machine
- Primers and resizing
- Short Range and gallery guns
- Note to shooters
- Things worth Knowing
- Universal powder and measures
- Ideal reloading tools No. 2, 3, 5 8 and 10
- Re and de capper
- Crimper
- Measures
- Advertising
- Hazard Powders, Peters Cartridges, Kings, Oriental, Davenport Guns
- Laflin and Rand, Dupont Powders, Lyman Sights, Stevens Guns

Ideal 1902 Handbook No. 14 Catalog

- Pages: 146

- Ideal Broken shell extractor
- Ideal Lubricator and Sizer
- Shell Indentor and Fluted Cap extractors
- Shell Trimmer
- Straightline Hand Loader
- Ideal System of Numbering Bullets
- Bullets, Prices
- The Ideal Armory Mould
- Ad Hazard Powder
- Ad Dupont Powders
- Ad Oriental Powders
- Ad Schultze Powders
- Ad King Powder
- Ad Peters Cartridge
- Ad Laflin and Rand Powder
- Walsrode Powder
- The Davenport Guns and Rifles Ad
- Great Western Gun Works Ad
- Ad the Parker Gun
- NRA Ad
- Lyman Sight Ad
- Stevens Firearms Ad
- Marlin Bullet ad

Ideal 1903 Handbook No. 15 Catalog

- Pages: 144

- Ideal Hand Book For Shooters #15
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Preface
- Note to Shooters
- To the Trade
- Kicked like a steer
- How to prepare your own ammunition
- Expansion of Shells
- Resizing and crimping
- The Fit of Bullets
- Casting Bullets
- Express and mushroom Bullets
- Lubrication
- The Ideal Lubricator and Sizer
- How Moulds are made
- Primers
- Shot Range, Armory and Gallery Practice
- The .32 Ideal cartridge
- Everlasting Shells
- Smokeless Powders
- A lead bullet for quick Twist Rifles
- Why a quick twist rifle?
- Drachm Measures
- Model 1899 Loading Machine
- Universal Powder Measure NO 1 and 2 and 3 and 4
- Straightline Re and decapper
- Shot Shell Trimmer
- Round Ball for shotguns
- Hot Doughnuts
- Ideal No 1 and 4 Moulds
- Ideal No. 6 Moulds
- Wood Handled Moulds
- Wad cutter
- Dipper, Resizing tools
- Ideal Pocket Loader
- Ideal Pocket Cloer
- Ideal Pocket sets complete
- Diamond Crimper
- Ideal #2 and #3 and # 5 and # 8
- Cartridge Tool
- Special List the Ideal Adjustable Mould
- Headless shells us the Ideal #10 Special
- Ideal Bullet Seater
- Kake Kutter
- Model 1899 Loading Machine
- Tools for Paper Shot Shells
- Crimpers, #1, 2, and 3
- Ideal Broken shell extractor
- Ideal Lubricator and Sizer
- Shell Indentor and Fluted Cap extractors
- Shell Trimmer
- Straightline Hand Loader
- Ideal System of Numbering Bullets
- Bullets, Prices
- The Ideal Armory Mould
- Ad Hazard Powder
- Ad Dupont Powders
- Ad Oriental Powders
- Ad Schultze Powders
- Ad King Powder
- Ad Peters Cartridge
- Ad Laflin and Rand Powder
- Walsrode Powder
- The Davenport Guns and Rifles Ad
- Great Western Gun Works Ad
- Ad the Parker Gun
- NRA Ad
- Lyman Sight Ad
- Stevens Firearms Ad
- Marlin Bullet ad

Ideal 1904 Hand Book No. #16 Edition
Pages: 155

- Ideal 1904 Hand Book NO. #16
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Reloading tools and implements
- Moulds
- Ammunition
- Shooting
- Furnaces
- Shells
- Cartridges
- Bullets
- Lubricants
- Extrators
- Reamers
- Crimpers

Ideal c1906 Hand Book of Useful Information #17 Catalog

Pages: 170

- Ads for Ithaca, Parker and Colt
- How to Prepare your own Ammunition
- Expansion Of Bullets'
- Casting and Fit of Bullets
- Lubrication of Bullets
- Seating Bullets
- Ideal Bullet Lubricator and Sizer
- How Bullet Moulds are Made
- Popularity of the .25 Caliber
- .32 Ideal cartridge
- Everlasting Shells
- Winchester Shot
- Loading For High Powered Rifles
- Seating Metal Bullets
- Fusion or Gas Cutting
- Short range Ammo
- NEW Ideal Metal Gas Check High Power Bullets
- Drachm Measure
- New Measures No. 5 and No. 6
- Model Model 1899 Loading Machine
- Straightline re and de capper
- Shell Trimmer
- Crimping Shells
- Round Ball for Shotguns
- Velocity, Energy, Penetration and Trajectory of Winchester Bullets and Recoil
Twist of Rifling in Barrels
- Measures
- Primers
- High Power Smokeless Powders
- Black Powders
- Weight of Bullets
- Ideal Tool #1, and #2 and Tool #3
- Ideal Tool #4, tool #5 and the Armory Tool
- Ideal Tool #6, tool #8 and #10.
- Tool # 5 & 6 Universal Powder Measures
- Ideal Dippers, Pots, Holders
- Ideal Bullet Sizer
- Lubricator and Sizer
- Ideal Indentor and cap extractor
- Ideal Kake Kutter
- Wad Cutter, Moulds, Model 1899 Loading Machine
- Paper Shot Shells
- Shell Trimmer and Hand Loader
- Diamond Crimper
- Star Crimper
- Ideal Pocket Loader
- Reloading Lists for Repeaters, Single Shot, Express, Winchester
- Reloading Lists for Luger, Marlin, Savage, Krag, Colt, Schuetzen,
- Reloading List for Smith & Wesson, Eveans, Russian Calibers
- U. S government Caliber Shot
- Armory Smelting Furnance
- Laflin and Rand Powder
- Dupont Smokeless Rifle Powder
- Miami Powder Company
- Davenport Gun Ad
- Savage Gun Ad
- Marbles Sights Ad
- National Marksmen reserve ad
- Lyman Sight Ad
- Marlin Gun Ad
- Stevens Guns Ad

Ideal 1907 Hand Book 18th Edition

- Pages: 152

- Ideal Manufacturing Company 1907
- Number 18
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Useful Information for Shooters
- Preface
To the Trade
No Exchanges
Bullets
Cartridges
Moulds
Recappers
Crimpers
Reloading
Measurements and Conversions
Casting of Bullets
Express An Mushroom Bullets
Lubrication
Smokeless Powders
Fusion or Gas Cutting
Short Range Ammunition
Drachm Measures
New Measures No. 5 and No.6
Straightline Re and De capper
Shot Shell trimmers
Star S=Crimping
Round Ball For Shotguns
Diamond Tools
Model 1889 Loading Machine
Find the Twist of a Rifle
Weight of Bullets for Models of Guns

Ideal 1908 Handbook and Catalog No. 19

Pages: 155

Ideal Hand Book # 19
New Haven, Connecticut
Marlin Ads
Armory Outfit Complete
Bullet Moulds for single Bullet
Seaters #1, and 2
Lubricator and Sizer #1 and2
Sizing tools
Casting Set
Dipper, Pot
Extractor for Broken and Fluted
Furnace, Armory Smelting
Loading Press
Indentor
Lightning Decapper
Loading Press
• Micrometers
• Moulds
• Universal Powder Measure No. 5 and 6
• Resizing tools
• Reloading Tool 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10
• Wad Cutter
• For Shotguns:
  • Crimper and Closer Diamond and Star 1, 2, 3
• Hand Loader Straightline
• Loading machine
• Measure
• Resizing
• Shot Shell Trimmer
• Star Crimpers
• Straightline Hand Loader

Ideal 1910 Handbook and Catalog No. 20

• Pages: 150

• Ideal Handbook #20
• New Haven, Connecticut (with Prices)
• Marlin Ads
• No. 5 and 6 Measures
• Drop Tube I and J
• Ideal Loading machine 1 and 2
• Attachments
• Rammer Trube
• Rammer Guide
• Shell Receiver
• Funnel A and B
• Reservoir
• Shell Resizing die
• Spring Finger
• Straightline re and de capper
• Crossheads
• Shell Trimmer
• Ironing Attachment I and J
• Diamond Crimper
• Star crimp No. 1, 2, 3,
• Pocket Loader
• Pocket closer
• Powder and Shot Measures
• Pocket Loading set
• Broken Shell Extractor
• No. 4 Loading Tool
• No. 6, 3, 10 Single and Double Adjustable Loading Tools
• Single chamber with Nut
• Muzzle Resizer
• Charge Cup
• Dipper and Pots
• Top Punch
• Shell Holder
• Gas Checks
• Moulds

Ideal 1910 Handbook and Catalog No. 21

• Pages: 145
• Ideal Handbook #21, 1910
• New Haven, Connecticut
• Marlin Ads
• Armory Outfit Complete
• Bullet Moulds for single Bullet
• Seaters #1, and 2
• Lubricator and Sizer #1 and 2
• Sizing tools
• Casting Set
• Dipper, Pot
• Extractor for Broken and Fluted
• Furnace, Armory Smelting
• Loading Press
• Indentor
• Lightning Decapper
• Loading Press
• Micrometers
• Moulds
• Universal Powder Measure No. 5 and 6
• Resizing tools
• Reloading Tool 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10
• Wad Cutter
• For Shotguns:
• Crimper and Closer
• Hand Loader Straightline
• Loading machine
• Measure
• Resizing
• Shot Shell Trimmer
• Star Crimpers Straightline Hand Loader

Ideal 1911 Handbook and Catalog No. 22
• Pages: 165

• Ideal Handbook #22
• New Haven, Connecticut
• Marlin Ads
• Armory Outfit Complete
• Bullet Moulds for single Bullet
• Seaters #1, and 2
• Lubricator and Sizer #1 and 2
• Sizing tools
• Casting Set
• Dipper, Pot
• Extractor for Broken and Fluted
• Furnace, Armory Smelting
• Loading Press
• Indentor
• Lightning Decapper
• Loading Press
• Micrometers
• Moulds
• Universal Powder Measure No. 5 and 6
• Resizing tools
• Reloading Tool 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10
• Wad Cutter
• For Shotguns:
• Crimper and Closer Diamond and Star 1, 2, 3
• Hand Loader Straightline
• Loading machine
• Measure
• Resizing
• Shot Shell Trimmer
• Star Crimpers
• Straightline Hand Loader

Ideal 1912 Hand Book for Useful Information #23 Catalog

• Pages: 158

• The Marlin Firearms Company, Successor
• Is reloading Worthwhile?
• Cost of Ammunition
• Expansion of Shells
• Resizing Shells
• Bullets
• Fit and Casting of Bullets
• Lubrication of Bullets
- Ideal Lubricator Tool #1
- Indented vs Grooved Shells
- Smokeless Powder
- Seating Bullets
- Fusion or Gas Cutting
- Short Range Ammunition
- Ideal Handmade Bullets
- Ideal # 3 tool
- Ideal Cast Bullets
- Bad Breaks
- New Measures No. 5 and No. 6
- Model 1899 Ideal Loading Machine
- Straightline Re and decapper
- Ballistics of Metallic Cartridges
- Twist of Rifling in Rifle Barrels
- Primers
- Weight of Bullets
- Ideal No. 1 and No 4 Tools
- Ideal No. 6 tool and 6 adjustable
- Ideal No. 3 Special
- No. 8 tool Inside lubricator
- Ideal No. 10 tool special
- No 5 and 6 Universal Powder measures
- Dippers and Pots
- Resizing tools
- Extractors
- Scuetzen Bullets
- Ideal Single Moulds and Kake Kutter
- Hand Loaders
- Measures and Sets
- Remington, Krag, Mauser, Colt, Marlin Stevens Ammunition, Smith and Wesson, Winchester
- Russian Calibers
- New Bullets for MM Rifles and Square Nose bullets, Springfield,
- Lyman Sights
- Colt Army Revolver Ad
- Marlin Firearms Ad

Ideal 1913 Handbook and Catalog No. 24

- Pages: 165

- Ideal Hand Book # 24
- New Haven, Connecticut
- Marlin Ads
- Armory Outfit Complete
• Bullet Moulds for single Bullet
• Seaters #1, and 2
• Lubricator and Sizer #1 and2
• Sizing tools
• Casting Set
• Dipper, Pot
• Extractor for Broken and Fluted
• Furnace, Armory Smelting
• Loading Press
• Indentor
• Lightning Decapper
• Loading Press
• Micrometers
• Moulds
• Universal Powder Measure No. 5 and 6
• Resizing tools
• Reloading Tool 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10
• Wad Cutter
• For Shotguns:
• Crimper and Closer Diamond and Star 1, 2, 3
• Hand Loader Straightline
• Loading machine
• Measure
• Resizing
• Shot Shell Trimmer
• Star Crimpers
• Straightline Hand Loader

Ideal 1914 Hand Book of Useful Information No. 25 Catalog

• Pages: 160

• Ideal Handbook No. 25 1914
• New Haven, Connecticut
• Is reloading worth it?
• Cartridges
• How to Prepare your own Ammunition
• Reloading With Black Powder
• Expansion Of Shells
• Fitting, Crimping
• Bullets
• Using Moulds
• Bullet Lubricator and Sizer No. 1
• How bullet Moulds are made
• Indented vs grooved Shells
• Everlasting Shells
- Fusion Cutting
- Ideal Handmade Bullets
- Measuring Powders
- No. 5 and 6 Universal Powder Measure Machine
- Loading and reloading Shot Shells
- Model 1899 Loading Machine
- No. 2 and No. 3 Powder Measure
- Model 1899 Ideal Loading Machine
- Ideal Straightline re and de capper
- Ideal Star Crimper No. 1
- Diamond Crimper
- Ideal Star crimper No. 1 and No. 2 and No. 3
- Marlin Crimp Support
- Ideal Pocket Loading Set
- Round Ball for Shot Guns
- Twist of Rifle Barrels
- Ballistics
- Ideal #1 Extractor and Broken Shell
- Ideal #4 and #6 Tools
- No. 3 Special Reloading tool
- No. 8 Ideal Tool
- Dippers and Melting Pots
- Ideal Lubricator #1
- Bullet Seaters, #1, 2
- Primers/ Weights/Measures
- Bullets for each make and model
- Ideal Loading press and tools
- Ideal Experiences
- Advertising:
  - Marling Decoy Anchor
  - Peters Shells
  - Dupont Powders
  - Forest and Stream
  - Hercules Powders
  - Schoverling Daly & Gales
  - Learn Taxidermy
  - Marlin Firearms
  - Marbles Gun Specialties
  - Maxim Silencers
  - Marlin Shoehorn and Handcuffs
  - Lyman Rifle Sights

Ideal 1915 Hand Book of Useful Information No. 26 Catalog

- Pages: 162
How to Prepare your own Ammunition
Expansion of Shells
Reloading with Black Powder
Resizing and Crimping Rifle and Pistol Shells
Bullets and Casting
Lubrication of Bullets using Ideal tools
Indented versus Grooved Shells
Short range Ammunition
Ideal Gas Check Bullets
Table of Gas Check Bullets
Ideal Hand Made bullets
Measuring Powders and a Powder Charges
No. 5 and no. 6 Universal Powder Measures
Weights Measures and Comparisons
General Information For Beginners
Smokeless, Black Powder, and Gauges
Ideal Loading Machine
Tools for reloading Paper shells
Straightline capper and Recapper
Ideal Crimper No. 1 and 2
Ideal Diamond Crimper and Shell trimmer
Star Crimper No# 1, No. 2 and No.3
Marlin Crimp Support Ring
Round Ball for Shotguns
Twist of Rifling In barrels
Ballistics of Metallic Cartridges
Ideal Tool No. 1 and No. 6
Ideal tool No. 4 and No. 6 Adjustable
Ideal tool No. 3 and No. 8
Ideal tool No. 10 for rimless cartridge
Ideal Bullet Sizer Indentor and Fluted Cap extractor
Kake Kutter Ideal Lubrication
Illustration of Bullets and their caliber and use
Gas Check Bullets
What it costs to make 1000 bullets
Reloading .30 Caliber Model 1906 Ammunition by Col. Whelen
Ideal Armory Loading Outfit
Ideal Loading Press and tools
Ideal Experiences
Ads for DuPont, Game Laws In brief, Forest and Stream,
Ads for Field and Stream, Schoverling Daly and Gales
Ads for Hercules Powder, Outdoor Life, Maxim
Ads for School of Taxidermy, Marbles, Marlin, U S Cartridge, Colt
NOTE: Every Ideal No. 26 is identical and Ideal issued the same one for two years from 1915-1916. We can, however reprint one for each year with the respective date on the cover if you wish. Simply select the year you want.

Ideal 1926 Hand Book of Useful Information No. 27 Catalog

- Pages: 127
- How to Prepare your own Ammunition
- Expansion of Shells
- Reloading with Black Powder
- Resizing and Crimping Rifle and Pistol Shells
- Bullets and Casting
- Lubrication of Bullets using Ideal tools
- Indented versus Grooved Shells
- Short range Ammunition
- Ideal Gas Check Bullets
- Measuring Powders and a Powder Chart
- No. 5 and No. 6 Universal Powder Measures
- Weights Measures and Comparisons
- General Information For Beginners
- Ideal Loading Machine
- Tools for reloading Paper shells
- Straighline capper and Recapper
- Ideal Crimper No. 1 and 2
- Ideal Diamond Crimper and Shell trimmer
- Star Crimper No# 3
- Round Ball for Shotguns
- Twist of Rifling In barrels
- Ballistics of Metallic Cartridges
- Ideal tool No. 4 and No. 6 Adjustable
- Ideal tool No. 3
- Ideal tool No. 10 for rimless cartridge
- Ideal Bullet Sizer Indentor and Fluted Cap extractor
- Illustration of Bullets and their caliber and use
- Gas Check Bullets
- Lyman Sights for any rifle!

Ideal 1927 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No.28

- Pages: 165
- IDEAL Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No.28, 1927
- The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
- Middlefield, Connecticut
- Dedicated to four riflemen who have passed over the divide
• John Barlow, W. G. Hudson, E. A. Leopold, W. M. Thomas
• Handloading and Reloading of Ammunition
• Groove Diameters and Twist of Rifling for American Makes
• Black Powder
• Lead Bullets and Smokeless Powders
• Metal Jacketed Bullets and High Pressuire Powders
• Bullet Casting
• How Bullet Moulds are made
• Lubrication of Bullets
• Table of Charges for Rifles
• Winchester, Baby, WCF, Remington, Savage, Krag, Neidner, Newton, Mannlicher, Spanish Mauser, Ross, Hoffman and Griffin and Howe
• Springfield, Russian 7.62, Whelen, Marlin, Gibbs,
• Ballistics
• Primer Tables for Pistol and Revolver Cartridges
• Ideal Bullets
• Reloading for Shotguns
• Catalog of Ideal Reloading Tools
• Ideal Quick Reference Table
• Accessories
• Ideal Armory Loading Outfits
• Electrically Heated Lead Pot
• Lyman Sight Services
• Prices for Ideal Reloading tools Parts and Equipment

NOTE: Every Ideal No. 28 is identical and Ideal issued the same one for three years from 1927-1929. We can, however reprint one for each year with the respective date on the cover if you wish. Simply select the year you want.

Ideal 1930 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No. 29

• Pages: 160

• IDEAL Handbook No. 29 1930
• Covering the Subject of Reloading Ammunition
• Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
• Middlefield, Connecticut
• New Handbook has writers Col. Whelen, Hatcher, And Chas. Askins contributing
• Safety "Do Not Smoke while Reloading" "Keep your wits about you!"
• Reloading rifles, Pistols, Revolvers, Shotguns
• How to use Ideal Implements
• Table of Charges
• Stand List of Ideal bullets
• British Cartridges
• Wadding the Shot Shell
• Reloading Cabinet and Bench
NOTE: Every Ideal No. 30 is identical and Ideal issued the same one for three years from 1931-1933. We can, however reprint one for each year with the respective date on the cover if you wish. Simply select the year you want.

Ideal 1934 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No. 31
• Ideal Hand Book #32, 1936
• Introduction
• Fully Illustrated and with Photos
• Economy of reloading
• How to Reload a cartridge
• How to use the Ideal #5 Powder Measure
• Resizing
• Cartridge Cases
• Variation in Thickness
• Revolver Cases
• Powder, Primers, Burning
• Bullet Metals
• Vibration, Recoil, Yaw, Rotation
• Weights and recoil
• Lists of Ideal Bullets
• Explanation of Numbers
• Regular List and Special List
• Reloading Equipment
• Table of Charges for Rifles, Pistols and Revolvers
• Groove Diameters and Twist of Rifling
• Powder Measures

NOTE: Every Ideal No. 32 is identical and Ideal issued the same one for three years from 1936-1938. We can, however reprint one for each year with the respective date on the cover if you wish. Simply select the year you want.

Ideal 1939 Hand Book No. 33, - Ammunition & Reloading

• Pages: 162

• Ideal #33 Hand Book 1939
• Middlefield, Connecticut
• How to reload a cartridge
• Cartridge Components
• Reloading shotgun Cartridges
• Catalog of Ideal Reloading Tools
• Table of Charges
• Regular List of Ideal Bullets
• Special List of Ideal Bullets

Ideal 1940 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading

• Pages: 162

• Ideal Hand Book #34 1940
• Middlefield, Connecticut
Selection of Reloading tools
Reloading a cartridge
The Universal Powder Measure
Ideal Bullet Lubricator
Variations in Wall Thickness
Powder
Primers
Alloys
Casting Bullets
List of Ideal Bullets
Table of Charges

NOTE: Every Ideal No. 34 is identical and Ideal issued the same one for eight years from 1940-1947. We can, however reprint one for each year with the respective date on the cover if you wish. Simply select the year you want.

Ideal 1940 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1941 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1942 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1943 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1944 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1945 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1946 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading
Ideal 1947 Hand Book No. 34 - Ammunition & Reloading

Ideal 1948 Hand Book/ Reloading Ammunition #35

Pages: 158

Ideal Hand Book/ Reloading Ammunition #35 1948
New Haven, Connecticut
Introduction to reloading
Accuracy and variety of Loads
How to reload a cartridge
The Muzzle resizer with Ideal Tool 310
Powder Measure Machine No. 55
Lubricating and Sizing
Ideal # 45 Lubricator and Sizer
Proceed Slowly!
Cartridge cases and what they are made of
Revolver Cases
Mercuric Primers
Drying cases
Measurement of Pressures
Primers
Powders
- Bullets
- Barrels
- Chambers
- Quick Reference Table
- List of Ideal Bullets
- Reloading Shotgun cases
- Powders, etc.
- Catalog Section of Tools
- Crimpers, Scales, Reloading, re and de cappers, Trimmers
- Charges and measures for rifles
- Ideal Tru-Line Press
- Lyman Sights

Ideal 1949 Hand Book of Useful Information for Shooters No. 36

- Pages: 150
- Ideal Hand Book Reloading Ammunition No. 36 1949
- Lyman Sight Corporation
- Middlefield, Connecticut
- Phil Sharpe contributed by revising all the tables of charges
- How to reload
- Cartridge Components
- Reloading Shotgun Cartridges
- Bullets
- Tables of Charges,
- List of Bullets
- Special List Of bullets
- Velocity
- Ideal Reloading Implements

Ideal 1950 Hand Book No. 37 - Ammunition & Reloading

- Pages: 162
- IDEAL Hand Book #37 1950- Ammunition & Reloading
- Middlefield, Connecticut
- The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation
- This is the 2 nd edition of #37 revised
- Fully Illustrated and with photos
- How to reload a Cartridge
- Cartridge components
- Reloading Shotgun Cartridges
- Table of Charges for Rifles and Pistols
- Regular List of Ideal Bullets
- Special List of Ideal Bullets
• Muzzle Loading Data
• The Economy Of Reloading
• Reloading tools No. 310 and TruLine Press
• Scales
• Kake Kutter
• Electric Furnace
• Ideal Lube and Sizer #45
• Head Space
• Expansion in Fired Cases
• Cases Affected by Mercuric Primers
• Importance of flattening primers
• Pressures of Black Powder
• Special Powders
• Primers, Ideal Pocket Reamer
• Mercury attacks brass
• Bullets and Chambers
• Bullet Weights, recoil, calibers
• Casting Bullets with the armory mould
• IMPROVED Ideal Moulds single and Double
• Complete Special Bullets for rare and obsolete
• Loading Shotgun Cartridges
• Ideal #55 Universal Powder Measure
• Shotgun Primers
• Round Balls
• Muzzle Loading revolvers and Caps
• Table of Charges for Rifles
• Table of Shotgun Charges
• Cutts Compensator tubes
• Lyman Sights
• Alaskan, Junior Target, Super Target, Challenger
• Lyman Metallic Sights
• 48, 57, 56 and Lyman Ramp
• Retail List Prices effective March 15, 1951
• Ideal Quick reference Table

Ideal No. 38 Hand Book 1951 Ammunition & Reloading

• Pages: 185

Ideal No. 38 Hand Book 1951 Ammunition & Reloading
Middlefield, Connecticut
Accuracy
Variety of Loads
Full Length Resizing
How to Reload
Ideal Junior Press
• Decapping
• Bullet seating
• Scales
• Ideal Single and Double Moulds
• Loads data
• Characteristics of Cartridges
• Drying Cases
• Pressures
• Requirements
• Shooting Muzzle Loaders
• By Jerry Hirtle
• Muzzle Loading revolvers
• Round Balls
• Ideal Star Crimper
• Table of Charges
• Heavy Duty Set Truline Press, Mould
• The Quick Load Set
• Alaskan
• Straightline Tools
• Junior Target Spot
• The Challenger Scope
• 48 Scopes 57 Sights
• Price List of equipment

Ideal/Lyman 1953 No. 39 Handbook and Catalog

• Pages: 197

• Lyman/Ideal Handbook # 39, 1953
• 75th Anniversary
• Middletown, Connecticut
• Forward Catalog dedicated to Townsend Whelen By Charles Lyman
• Announces Lysle D. Kilbourn originator of the K. Hornet is with the company.
• Reloading Metallic Cartridges
• Learning through reloading
• Reloading Tools No. 310
• Powder Measuring
• Table of Primers
• TruLine Presses
• EZY Loader
• Ideal Quick Reference Charts
• Powder Scales (The Redding Scale)
• Notes on reloading - Caliber, Head Space, Shell Trimming
• Casting Bullets
• Choosing equipment
• Step by step instruction for Bullet Casting
• Lubricating and Sizing Bullets
• Moulds
• Reloading Data and Information
• For Brands of Guns
• Ideal has hired Lysle Kilbourn
• Data on Cast Bullet Accuracy
• Bullet designs and Information
• Bench Rest Shooting
• Shooting Muzzle Loaders
• Reloading Shells
• Relationship of Charges, Wads, Primers and Performance
• Table of Shot Gun Charges
• Entire Reprint of an old catalog - No. 1?

Ideal-Lyman 1955 No. 40 Ammunition and Reloading Catalog

• Pages: 159

• Lyman Handbook for Reloading 1955
• Middletown, Connecticut
• Reloading Metallic Cartridges
• Casting Bullets
• Reloading Data and Information
• Bench Rest Shooting
• Shooting the Muzzle Loader
• Reloading Shot Shells
• Lyman Products for Shooters
• Decapping
• Resizing
• Characteristics of Cartridges
• Obsolete Cartridges that you can make
• Lyman Corporation Sight Catalog 1955
• Middlefield, Connecticut
• The Famous Lyman 48 Sight
• Rifles that use the 48
• Sight 57 and Rifles
• Sight 66
• Bead Sights
• All American Scope
• Specifications
• Lyman Super Target Spot
• The 310 Tool
• Tru-Line Jr Bench Press
• EZY Loader
• Sets for Reloading
• Ideal Chart of Pistol and Rifle Cartridges
• Crimpers
• Reloading Presses

Ideal-Lyman 1957 No. 41 Ammunition and Reloading Catalog

• Pages: 195

• Lyman Reloading Hand Book # 41, 1957
• Middlefield, Connecticut
• Popular Types of Shooting
• Elementary Reloading for Rifles and Pistols
• Elementary Reloading for Shotguns
• Making your own Bullets
• Data for Safe, Accurate reloading
• Data for Effective Shotshell Reloading
• Muzzle Loading Firearms
• International Shooting
• The National Rifle Association
• Lyman products for Shooters
• Photos of Famous Shooters
• Jack O'Connor
• Pete Brown
• Warren Page
• Col. Askins
• Charles Lyman II
• Ernest Peterkin
• Arthur Cook
• Lyman Corporation Sight Catalog 1955
• Middlefield, Connecticut
• The Famous Lyman 48 Sight
• Rifles that use the 48
• Sight 57 and Rifles
• Sight 66
• Bead Sights
• All American Scope
• Specifications
• Lyman Super Target Spot
• The 310 Tool
• Tru-Line Jr Bench Press
• EZY Loader
• Sets for Reloading
• Ideal Chart of Pistol and Rifle Cartridges
• Crimpers
• Reloading Presses